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Abstract
Let G be a group and H1,...,Hs be subgroups of G of indices
d1,...,ds respectively. In 1974, M. Herzog and J. Schönheim con-
jectured that if {Hiαi}i=si=1, αi ∈ G, is a coset partition of G, then
d1,..,ds cannot be distinct. We consider the Herzog-Schönheim con-
jecture for free groups of finite rank and develop a new combinato-
rial approach, using covering spaces. We define Y the space of coset
partitions of Fn and show Y is a metric space with interesting prop-
erties. We give some sufficient conditions on the coset partition that
ensure the conjecture is satisfied and moreover has a neighborhood U
in Y such that all the partitions in U satisfy also the conjecture.
1 Introduction
Let G be a group and H1,...,Hs be subgroups of G. If there exist αi ∈ G
such that G =
i=s⋃
i=1
Hiαi, and the sets Hiαi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, are pairwise disjoint,
then {Hiαi}i=si=1 is a coset partition of G (or a disjoint cover of G). In this
case, all the subgroups H1,...,Hs can be assumed to be of finite index in G
[30, 21]. We denote by d1,...,ds the indices of H1,...,Hs respectively. The
coset partition {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 has multiplicity if di = dj for some i 6= j. The
Herzog-Schönheim conjecture is true for the group G, if any coset partition
of G has multiplicity.
If G is the infinite cyclic group Z, a coset partition of Z is {diZ + ri}i=si=1,
ri ∈ Z, with each diZ + ri the residue class of ri modulo di. These coset
partitions of Z were first introduced by P. Erdős [10] and he conjectured
that if {diZ + ri}i=si=1, ri ∈ Z, is a coset partition of Z, then the largest in-
dex ds appears at least twice. Erdős’ conjecture was proved independently
by H. Davenport, L. Mirsky, D. Newman and R.Rado using analysis of
complex function [11, 30, 31]. Furthermore, it was proved that the largest
1
index ds appears at least p times, where p is the smallest prime dividing
ds [30, 31, 46], that each index di divides another index dj , j 6= i, and
that each index dk that does not properly divide any other index appears
at least twice [31]. We refer also to [34, 35, 36, 37, 47] for more details on
coset partitions of Z (also called covers of Z by arithmetic progressions)
and to [15] for a proof of the Erdős’ conjecture using group representa-
tions.
In 1974, M. Herzog and J. Schönheim extended Erdős’ conjecture for
arbitrary groups and conjectured that if {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1, αi ∈ G, is a coset par-
tition of G, then d1,..,ds cannot be distinct. In the 1980’s, in a series of pa-
pers, M.A. Berger, A. Felzenbaum and A.S. Fraenkel studied the Herzog-
Schönheim conjecture [2, 3, 4] and in [5] they proved the conjecture is true
for the pyramidal groups, a subclass of the finite solvable groups. Coset
partitions of finite groups with additional assumptions on the subgroups
of the partition have been extensively studied. We refer to [6, 50, 51, 45].
In [25], the authors very recently proved that the conjecture is true for all
groups of order less than 1440.
The common approach to the Herzog-Schönheim conjecture is to study
it in finite groups. Indeed, given any group G, every coset partition of G
induces a coset partition of a particular finite quotient group of G with
the same indices (the quotient of G by the intersection of the normal cores
of the subgroups from the partition) [21]. In this paper, we adopt a com-
pletely different approach to the Herzog-Schönheim conjecture. Instead
of finite groups, we consider free groups of finite rank and develop a new
approach to the problem. This approach has two advantages. First, it per-
mits to study the Herzog-Schönheim conjecture in the free groups of finite
rank for their own sake and secondly it provides some answers for every
finitely generated group. Indeed, we show any coset partition of a finitely
generated group G induces a coset partition of F with the same indices.
In order to study the Herzog-Schönheim conjecture in free groups of
finite rank, we use the machinery of covering spaces. The fundamental
group of the bouquet with n leaves (or the wedge sum of n circles), X,
is Fn, the free group of finite rank n. As X is a “good” space (connected,
locally path connected and semilocally 1-connected), X has a universal
covering which can be identified with the Cayley graph of Fn, an infinite
simplicial tree. Furthermore, there exists a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the subgroups of Fn and the covering spaces (together with a chosen
point) of X. Using these covering spaces, J. Stallings gave a topological
proof of some classical results about finitely generated subgroups of Fn and
introduced the notion of folding [43].
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For any subgroup H of Fn of finite index d, there exists a d-sheeted cov-
ering space (X˜H , p) with a fixed basepoint, which is also a combinatorial
object. Indeed, the underlying graph of X˜H is a directed labelled graph,
with d vertices, that can be seen as a finite complete bi-deterministic au-
tomaton; fixing the start and the end state at the basepoint, it recognises
the set of elements in H. It is called the Schreier coset diagram for Fn rel-
ative to the subgroup H [44, p.107] or the Schreier automaton for Fn rel-
ative to the subgroup H [42, p.102]. The d vertices (or states) correspond
to the d right cosets of H, each edge (or transition) Hg
a
−→ Hga, g ∈ Fn,
a a generator of Fn, describes the right action of a on Hg. The transition
group T of the Schreier automaton for Fn relative to H describes the ac-
tion of Fn on the set of the d right cosets of H, and is generated by n per-
mutations. The group T is a subgroup of Sd such that T ≃
Fn
/
NH
, where
NH =
⋂
g∈Fn
g−1Hg is the normal core of H.
Given H ≤ Fn of index d, we consider the covering (X˜H , p) of X with
basepoint x˜0, from several points of view in parallel: as a covering, as a
Schreier coset diagram for Fn relative to the subgroup H, as a complete
automaton. We use the following terminology. Let X˜H denote the Schreier
coset diagram for Fn relative to the subgroup H. Let x˜0, ..., x˜d−1 be the d
vertices in X˜H . Let ti denote the label of a minimal path from x˜0 to any
vertex x˜i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1. Let T = {1, ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ d − 1}. As X˜H is the
Schreier coset diagram for Fn relative to the subgroup H, x˜0 represents the
subgroup H and x˜1, ..., x˜d−1 represent the cosets Hti accordingly. We call
X˜H the Schreier graph of H, with this correspondence between the vertices
x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜d−1 and the cosets H, Ht1,...,Hts accordingly.
The intuitive idea behind our approach is as follows. Let {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be
a coset partition of Fn, n ≥ 2, with Hi < Fn of index di > 1, αi ∈ Fn,
1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let w ∈ Fn. For every Schreier graph X˜i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, we de-
fine a graph X˜i(w) that describes the action of w on the vertices of X˜i. We
denote by o∗i(w) the minimal natural number, 1 ≤ o∗i(w) ≤ di, such that
wo∗i(w) is a loop at the vertex Hiαi. Combining in some way the s graphs,
X˜1(w),...,X˜s(w), we define a new finite graph, the HS-colored graph, to de-
scribe graphically the coset partition of Fn.
We show the HS-colored graph is the disjoint union of loops of the same
length, that satisfies many interesting properties. In particular, we show
that each loop ℓ describes a coset partition of Z, with subgroups of indices
{o∗i(w) | i ∈ Iℓ}, where Iℓ ⊆ {1, 2, ..., s} and we can then apply the results
on the Erdős’ conjecture. Indeed, if omax(w) = max{o∗i(w) | 1 ≤ i ≤ s},
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then o∗i(w) = omax(w), for at least p values of i, where p is the smallest
prime dividing omax(w). Since each o∗i(w) is the length of a cycle in some
permutation in Ti, we can formulate our results in terms of cycles in the
permutation groups T1,...,Ts. In particular, if omax = max{omax(w) | w ∈
Fn} = ds, we have the following first result.
Theorem 1. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1
be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di, αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
and 1 < d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds. Let X˜i denote the Schreier graph of Hi, with
transition group Ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. If there exists a ds-cycle in Ts, then the
index ds appears in the partition at least p times, where p is the smallest
prime dividing ds. Furthermore, all the subgroups Hi with same index are
isomorphic.
The transition group Ts is a subgroup of the symmetric group Sds , gen-
erated by n ≥ 2 permutations. Dixon proved that the probability that a
random pair of elements of Sn generate Sn approaches 3/4 as n → ∞, and
the probability that they generate An approaches 1/4 [8]. As ds → ∞, the
probability that Ts is the symmetric group Sds approaches 3/4. So, asymp-
totically, the probability that there exists a ds-cycle in Ts is greater than
3/4. If Ts is cyclic, there exists a ds-cycle in Ts, since ds divides the order
of Ts. That is, Theorem 1 is satisfied with very high probability and the
conjecture is “asymptotically satisfied with probability greater than 3/4”
for free groups of finite rank.
Theorem 2 provides a list of conditions on a coset partition that ensure
multiplicity. Let k = max{omax(w) | w ∈ Fn}, k is the maximal length of a
cycle in
i=s⋃
i=1
Ti. Let p denote the smallest prime dividing k. We show there
exists u ∈ Fn such that omax(u) = k and # ≥ 2, where # =| {1 ≤ i ≤ s |
o∗i(u) = k} |. Using this notation, we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1
be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di, αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
and 1 < d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds. Let r be an integer, 4 ≤ r ≤ s − 1. If k, p and #, as
defined above, satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i) k > ds−2.
(ii) k > ds−3, p ≥ 3.
(iii) k > ds−3, p = 2, and # = 2 or # ≥ 4.
(iv) k > ds−r and p ≥ r, or # = p, or # ≥ r + 1.
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Then the coset partition {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 has multiplicity.
Assuming that k > d1, there is a finite number of cases that are not
covered by Theorem 2. For k > ds−3, there is only one case which is not
covered: p = 2, # = 3. For k > ds−4, there are three cases which are not
covered: p = 2, # = 3, 4 and p = 3, # = 4. As r grows, the number
of cases not covered by Theorem 2 grows also, but as s is finite, the total
number of cases not covered by Theorem 2 is finite.
In the following Theorem, we give a condition that ensures the same
subgroup appears at least twice in the partition.
Theorem 3. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1
be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di > 1, αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
If one of the following conditions holds:
(i) There exist 1 ≤ j, k ≤ s such that
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi $
⋂
i 6=j,k
α−1i Hiαi.
(ii) There exist 1 ≤ j, k ≤ s such that ℓcm(dj , dk) does not divide the
index [Fn :
⋂
i 6=j,k
α−1i Hiαi].
Then {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 has multiplicity. Furthermore, Hj = Hk.
Inspired by [41], in which the author defines the space of left orders of
a left-orderable group and show it is a compact and totally disconnected
metric space, we define Y to be the space of coset partitions of Fn (under
some equivalence relation) and show Y is a metric space. In our case, the
metric defined induces the discrete topology.
Theorem 4. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let Y be the
space of coset partitions of Fn (under some equivalence relation). Then Y
is a metric space with a metric ρ and Y is (topologically) discrete
We show that for each coset partition of Fn, which satisfies one of the
conditions in Theorems 1 or 2, there exists a neighborhood U in Y such
that all the coset partitions in U have multiplicity.
Theorem 5. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let Y be the
space of coset partitions of Fn (under some equivalence relation) with met-
ric ρ. Let P0 = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be in Y , with 1 < d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds.
(i) If P0 satisfies the condition of Theorem 1, then every P ∈ Y with
ρ(P,P0) <
1
2 satisfies the same condition and hence has multiplicity.
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(ii) If P0 satisfies (i) or (ii) of Theorem 2, with some 2 ≤ r ≤ s− 1, then
every P ∈ Y with ρ(P,P0) < 2
−(r+1) satisfies the same condition and
hence has multiplicity.
(iii) If P0 satisfies (iii) or (iv) of Theorem 2, with some 2 ≤ r ≤ s − 1,
then every P ∈ Y with ρ(P,P0) < 2
−(r+1) has multiplicity.
Theoerem 5 implies that given a “small” subgroup Hs (or some “small”
subgroups) satisfying one of the conditions cited above, then for every αs ∈
Fn, any completion of Hsαs, to a coset partition of Fn with Hs being the
“smallest” (greatest index) subgroup has multiplicity.
We now turn to finitely generated groups in general.
Theorem 6. Let G ≃ Fn
/
K
, with canonical epimorphism π : Fn → G.
Let {Kigi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of G with Ki < G of index di > 1,
gi ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let Hi = π
−1(Ki) and αi = π
−1(gi). Then there exists
{Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 an induced coset partition of Fn, with Hi < Fn of index di,
αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Furthermore, if for {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1, one of the conditions
from Theorem 1, 2, or 3 is satisfied, then the coset partition {Kigi}
i=s
i=1 has
multiplicity.
The paper is organized as follows. The two first sections are background
sections: Section 1 on free groups and covering spaces and Section 2 on
graphs and automatons. In Section 3, we describe the equivalent approaches
to covering spaces in the special case of free groups and in particular we
present the Schreier graph and its properties. In Section 4, we give a graph-
ical description of the coset partition of Fn in terms of the Schreier graphs,
and in particular in the case of Z. Sections 6 is devoted to the proofs of
the main results. In Section 7, we introduce the space of coset partitions of
Fn, an action of Fn on it, a metric and prove Theorems 3, 4 and 5. In Sec-
tion 8, we consider the case of any finitely generated group and prove The-
orem 6. In many places, we write the HS conjecture instead of the Herzog-
Schönheim conjecture.
Acknowledgment. I am very grateful to Yuval Ginosar for introducing
me to the Herzog-Schönheim conjecture, to Luis Paris for suggesting me
to study the conjecture in free groups, and to Aryeh Juhasz for his useful
comments on the paper.
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2 Free Groups and Covering spaces
2.1 Free Groups
For more details, we refer the reader to the books [23, Chapter 1], [24, Sec-
tion 1.4], [1, Chapter 1]. Let X be a non-empty set. The group generated
by X is 〈X〉 = {xǫ11 x
ǫ2
2 ..x
ǫn
n | xi ∈ X, ǫi = ±1, n ≥ 0}, this is the set of all
words on X. If X is finite, the group generated by X is finitely generated.
A word w = xǫ11 x
ǫ2
2 ..x
ǫn
n is reduced if xi = xi+1 implies ǫi + ǫi+1 6= 0 and
in this case the length of w, ℓ(w), is equal to n. A word w = xǫ11 x
ǫ2
2 ..x
ǫn
n
is cyclically reduced if x1 = xn implies ǫ1 + ǫn 6= 0. If F = 〈X〉 and ev-
ery non-empty reduced word w 6= 1 in F , then we say that X is a free set
of generators of F or that F is free with base X. It holds that all bases
for a given free group have the same cardinal and this common cardinal
is termed the rank of the free group F and denoted by rank(F ). The free
group of rank n is denoted by Fn and Fn ≃ Fm if and only if n = m.
The Nielsen-Schreier theorem states that every subgroup of a free group
is free. If H is a subgroup of Fn of finite index d, then H is a free group of
rank d(n − 1) + 1 and H has non-trivial intersection with every non-trivial
subgroup of Fn. If K is a subgroup of Fn of same index d, then K ≃ H.
Note that a finitely generated subgroup of Fn is not necessarily of finite in-
dex and that there exist infinitely generated subgroups in Fn. A set S of
representatives of the right cosets of a subgroup H in a group G generated
by X is called a (right) Schreier transversal if whenever xǫ11 x
ǫ2
2 ..x
ǫn
n ∈ S,
xi ∈ X, then x
ǫ1
1 x
ǫ2
2 ..x
ǫn−1
n−1 is also in S. If H is a subgroup of the free
group Fn, then there exists a right Schreier transversal of H in Fn. If G
is a group generated by a set of n of its elements, then G ≃ Fn
/
N
, with
N ⊳ Fn. If G ≃
Fn
/
N
, then the group G has a presentation 〈X | R〉, where
X is a base of Fn and the normal closure of the set R is equal to N . If X
and R are finite, the group G is finitely presented.
2.2 Covering spaces
For more details, we refer the reader to the books [39, Chapter 10], [18,
Chapter 1], [23, Chapter 3], [44], [13]. If X is a topological space, then
(X˜, p) is a covering space of X if X˜ is a path connected topological space,
p : X˜ → X is an open continuous surjection and each point x ∈ X has an
open neighborhood Ux such that p
−1(Ux) is a disjoint union of open sets
in X˜, each of which is mapped homeomorphically onto Ux by p. If (X˜, p)
is a covering space of X, then X is path connected. For each x ∈ X, the
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non-empty set Yx = p
−1(x) is called the fiber over x and for all x, x′ ∈ X,
| Yx |=| Yx′ |. The cardinal of a fiber is called the multiplicity of the cover-
ing. One also says (X˜, p) is a m-sheeted covering (m-fold cover) of X.
If X and X˜ are spaces and there is a continuous map p : X˜ → X, with
p(x˜0) = x0, then there is an induced homomorphism p∗ : π1(X˜, x˜0) →
π1(X,x0). If [f ] is a loop class in X˜ , then p∗([f ]) = [p(f)] [39, Chapter 3].
Theorem 2.1. [39, p.279-281] Let (X˜, p) be a covering space of X. Let
G = π1(X,x0). Let Y0 denote the fiber over x0 and let x˜0 ∈ Y0. Then
(i) The induced homomorphism p∗ : π1(X˜, x˜0)→ G is an injection.
(ii) G acts transitively on Y0.
(iii) The stabilizer of x˜0 is p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)).
(iv) | Y0 |= [G : p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0))].
(v) p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)) and p∗(π1(X˜, x˜1)) are conjugates subgroups of G, for
every x˜1 ∈ Y0.
(vi) If K ≤ G is conjugate to p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)), then there exists x˜1 ∈ Y0
such that K = p∗(π1(X˜, x˜1)).
A covering space (X˜, p) of X is regular if p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)) ⊳ G. A Deck
transformation of X˜ is a homeomorphism h : X˜ → X˜ with p ◦ h = p. The
group of Deck transformations, Cov(X˜/X), is called The Deck group and
it acts freely on X˜. If (X˜, p) is universal, that is X˜ is simply-connected,
then Cov(X˜/X) ≃ G. If X is locally path connected, H = p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)),
then Cov(X˜/X) ≃ N(H)
/
H
, where N(H) is the normaliser of H in G. So,
(X˜, p) is regular if and only if Cov(X˜/X) ≃ G
/
H
[39, p.289-294].
Two covering spaces (X˜, p) and (Y˜ , q) of a space X are equivalent if
there exists a homeomorphism ϕ : Y˜ → X˜ such that q = pϕ. If X is a
locally path connected space, then the covering spaces (X˜, p) and (Y˜ , q) of
X are equivalent if and only if p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)) and q∗(π1(Y˜ , y˜0)) are con-
jugate subgroups of π1(X,x0), with x˜0 ∈ p
−1(x0) and y˜0 ∈ q
−1(x0).
If X satisfies several conditions, a converse to Theorem 2.1 is true, that
is given x0 ∈ X and a subgroup H of π1(X,x0), there exists a covering
space (X˜, p) of X, with p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)) = H for a suitably chosen basepoint
x˜0 ∈ X˜. A space X is semilocally 1-connected if each x ∈ X has an open
neighborhood U so that i∗ : π1(U, x) → π1(X,x) is the trivial map (where
i : U −֒→ X is the inclusion). A connected and locally path connected space
X has a universal covering if and only if X is semilocally 1-connected.
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Theorem 2.2. [39, p.295-300] Let X be a connected, locally path con-
nected and semilocally 1-connected space. Let x0 ∈ X. Let H be a sub-
group of π1(X,x0). Then there exists a covering space (X˜, p) of X, and
x˜0 ∈ p
−1(x0) such that p∗(π1(X˜, x˜0)) = H.
The free group of finite rank n, Fn, is the fundamental group of the
bouquet with n leaves, which is a space that satisfies all the conditions of
Theorem 2.2. So, we can take for granted the one-to-one correspondence
between the subgroups of Fn and the covering spaces (together with a
chosen point) of the bouquet with n leaves.
Example 2.3. Let K = 〈b, a2, ab2a, aba2ba, (ab)3a〉 be a subgroup of index
4 in F2. So, there exist a covering space (X˜K , p
′) over X and a chosen
basepoint x˜00 (or x˜01) such that p
′
∗(π1(X˜K , x˜00)) = K. Note that this
covering is not regular, so K is not normal in F2.
x˜00 x˜10 x˜11 x˜01
a
a
b
b
a
a
b b
↓p
′
x0b a
Figure 2.3.1: The 4-sheeted covering (X˜K , p
′) over X.
3 Graphs and Automata
3.1 Graphs
For more details, we refer the reader to [40], [43], [17]. A graph Γ consits of
two sets V and E, and two maps E → V × V : e 7→ (i(e), t(e)) and E → E
: e 7→ e¯, which satisfy the following conditions: ∀e ∈ E, e¯ 6= e, e¯ = e and
i(e¯) = t(e). An element v ∈ V is called a vertex of Γ, e ∈ E is called an
edge of Γ and e¯ is called the reverse of e. The vertex i(e) is the initial
vertex of e (or origin) and t(e) the terminal vertex of e (or terminus).
These two vertices are called the extremities of e and two vertices are
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adjacent if they are the extremities of some edge. An orientation of Γ
consists of a choice of exactly one edge in each pair {e, e¯}, and in this case
Γ is called a directed graph. The indegree(v) is the cardinal of
{e ∈ E | t(e) = v} and the outdegree(v) is the cardinal of
{e ∈ E | i(e) = v}. A path p in Γ of length n ≥ 0, with origin v1 and
terminus vn is an n−tuple of edges of Γ, p = e1e2...en, such that for
j = 1, .., n − 1, t(ej) = i(ej+1) and v1 = i(e1), vn = t(en). A path p is a
loop at v if v is both its origin and its terminus. A loop of length 1 at v
contributes 1 to the indegree of v and 1 to its outdegree.
3.2 Automata
We refer the reader to [42, p.96], [9, p.7], [32, 33]. A finite state automaton
is a quintuple (S,A, µ, Y, s0), where S is a finite set, called the state set, A
is a finite set, called the alphabet, µ : S ×A→ S is a function, called the
transition function, Y is a (possibly empty) subset of S called the accept
(or final) states, and s0 is called the start state. It is a directed graph with
vertices the states and each transition s
a
−→ s′ between states s and s′ is an
edge with label a ∈ A. The label of a path p of length n is the product
a1a2..an of the labels of the edges of p. The finite state automaton
M = (S,A, µ, Y, s0) is deterministic if there is only one initial state and
each state is the source of exactly one arrow with any given label from A.
In a deterministic automaton, a path is determined by its starting point
and its label [42, p.105]. It is co-deterministic if there is only one final
state and each state is the target of exactly one arrow with any given label
from A. The automaton M = (S,A, µ, Y, s0) is bi-deterministic if it is both
deterministic and co-deterministic. An automaton M is complete if for
each state s ∈ S and for each a ∈ A, there is exactly one edge from s
labelled a.
Definition 3.1. Let M = (S,A, µ, Y, s0) be a finite state automaton. Let
A∗ be the free monoid generated by A. Let Map(S, S) be the monoid
consisting of all maps from S to S. The map φ : A→ Map(S, S) given by
µ can be extended in a unique way to a monoid homomorphism
φ : A∗ → Map(S, S). The range of this map is a monoid called the
transition monoid of M , which is generated by {φ(a) | a ∈ A}. An element
w ∈ A∗ is accepted by M if the corresponding element of Map(S, S), φ(w),
takes s0 to an element of the accept states set Y . The set L ⊆ A
∗
recognized by M is called the language accepted by M , denoted by L(M).
In order to extend this definition to languages in groups, one takes the
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alphabet A of monoid generators to be closed under inverses and each
transition s
a
−→ s′ labelled by a ∈ A induces a "reverse" transition s′
x
−→ s,
with x = a−1.
Example 3.2. Let A = {a, b, x = a−1, y = b−1} be an alphabet. So, A∗ is
F2. The transition monoid T of the following complete automaton M is
generated by {φa = φx = (s0, s1), φb = φy = (s1, s2)}, that is S3.
s1s0 s2
a/x b/y
b/ya/x
b/y a/x
Figure 3.2.1: A complete automaton M on A = {a, b, x = a−1, y = b−1}.
Once a unique start state and a unique accept state are specified, the
automaton M from Figure 3.2.1 is bi-deterministic. We describe the
consequences of several different choices on L(M), the language accepted
by M . If s0 is both the start and accept state of M , then L(M) is the
subgroup H of A∗ generated by {b, a2, ab2a, ababa}. If s1 is both the start
and accept state of M , then L(M) is the subgroup a−1Ha of A∗ and if s2
is both the start and accept state of M , then L(M) is the subgroup
(ab)−1H(ab) of A∗. If s0 is the start state and s1 the accept state, then
L(M) is the coset Ha of H. If s0 is the start state and s2 the accept state,
then L(M) is the coset Hab of H. When s0 is both the start and accept
state of M , M is called the Schreier automaton for F2 relative to the
subgroup H [42, p.102]. Generally, the Schreier automaton for F2 relative
to a subgroup H is a finite, complete and bi-deterministic automaton, with
transition monoid T a group of permutations in Sd, with T ≃
G
/
NH
,
where NH =
⋂
g∈G
g−1Hg is the normal core of H.
4 Covering spaces in the context of free groups
4.1 How to look at the covering space of the n-leaves
bouquet ?
We refer to [44, Chapter 2], and [20] for details. Let X denote the n-leaves
bouquet with basepoint x0. Its fundamental group π1(X,x0) is Fn. Given
H ≤ Fn of index d, there exists a covering (X˜H , p) of X with basepoint x˜0
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(see Theorem 2.2). The covering (X˜H , p) can be viewed as a directed and
labelled graph. Using this covering space, J. Stallings gave a topological
proof of some classical results about finitely generated subgroups of Fn. In
[43], he introduced the topological notion of a folding, and used it in the
study of finitely generated subgroups of a free group.
The folding corresponding to a finitely generated subgroup H of Fn is a
directed labelled graph, that can be considered as a finite deterministic
automaton; fixing the start and the end state at a distinguished vertex, it
recognises the set of elements in H. Stalling’s approach has been applied
to solve many combinatorial and algorithmic problems in group theory. In
the years 1980-90, similar graphical approaches were developed in the
study of finitely generated subgroups of the free group, in order to solve
many special cases of the Hanna Neumann conjecture [14, 28, 49], which
states: rank(H ∩K)− 1 ≤ (rank(H)− 1)(rank(K)− 1), where H and K
are finitely generated subgroups of the free group (of ranks rank(H) and
rank(K) respectively). It was recently solved [26], [12], [7].
In this work, our approach is the following: given H ≤ Fn of index d, we
consider the covering (X˜H , p) of X with basepoint x˜0, from several points
of view in parallel: as a covering, as a Schreier coset diagram for Fn
relative to the subgroup H, as a complete and "almost" bi-deterministic
automaton, in the sense that we do not fix the start and accept states in
advance, but we fix them differently at our needs. We will use all these
points of view together. More formally:
Definition 4.1. Let H < Fn be of finite index d. Let (X˜H , p) be the
covering of the n-leaves bouquet with basepoint x˜0 and vertices
x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜d−1. Let ti denote the label of a minimal path from x˜0 to x˜i.
Let T = {1, ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1}. As X˜H is the Schreier coset diagram for
Fn relative to the subgroup H, x˜0 represents the subgroup H and the
other vertices x˜1, ..., x˜d−1 represent the cosets Hti accordingly. We call X˜H
the Schreier graph of H, with this correspondence between the vertices
x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜d−1 and the cosets Hti accordingly.
Note that a minimal path from x˜0 to x˜i is not necessarily unique, so we
choose arbitrarily one. The transversal T may be a Schreier transversal or
any transversal with representatives of minimal length.
Example 4.2. Consider the automaton in Figure 3.2.1. Replacing s0 by
G and the other vertices accordingly, this graph is the Schreier graph of
G = 〈b, a2, ab2a, ababa〉, a subgroup of F2 of index 3, with Schreier
transversal T = {1, a, ab}:
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GaG Gab
a b
ba
b a
Figure 4.2.1: The Schreier graph of G = 〈b, a2, ab2a, (ab)3〉.
Remark 4.3. If H ≤ Fn of index d with Schreier graph X˜H , then from
Theorem 2.2 (covering theory), the Deck group Cov(X˜/X) ≃ N(H)
/
H
,
where N(H) is the normaliser of H in Fn. From Section 3.2 (automaton
theory), the transition group T ≃ Fn
/
NH
, where NH is the normal core of
H. So, whenever H is a normal subgroup of Fn, Cov(X˜/X) ≃ T and it
can be read easily from the graph. If H is not normal in Fn, this is not
necessarily true. Indeed, in Example 4.2, G is of index 3, not normal, so
Cov(X˜/X) = {1}, while its transition group is S3 (see Example 3.2).
4.2 A combinatorial approach to coverings of the leaves
bouquet
We keep the same terminology as in Section 4.1. We develop a
combinatorial approach to X˜H and prove some of its properties. If H ≤ Fn
of index d, then for every w ∈ Fn, there exists a minimal natural number
1 ≤ mw,i ≤ d such that w
mw,i ∈ t−1i Hti, where ti ∈ T .
Lemma 4.4. Let H ≤ Fn of index d. Let X˜H be the Schreier graph of H
with vertices x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜d−1. Then, for every w ∈ Fn, there exists a
minimal natural number 1 ≤ mw,i ≤ d such that w
mw,i is a loop at x˜i.
Proof. Since 1 ≤ mw,i ≤ d is the minimal natural number such that
wmw,i ∈ t−1i Hti, mw,i is also the minimal natural number such that w
mw,i
is a loop at x˜i.
In [29], the authors define the order of an element in regular coverings. We
extend the definition of the order of an element to any covering.
Definition 4.5. Let H < Fn of index d. Let w ∈ Fn. Let X˜H , T as in
Definition 4.1.
(i) The order of w at x˜i in X˜H is the minimal natural number
1 ≤ o(w, i) ≤ d such that wo(w,i) is a loop at x˜i, or equivalently such
that wo(w,i) ∈ t−1i Hti.
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(ii) The k-th w-step, 1 ≤ k ≤ o(w, i), is the k-th path labelled w in the
loop wo(w,i) at x˜i.
(iii) The set Vw,i is the set of vertices in X˜H visited at each w-step in the
loop wo(w,i) at x˜i.
(iv) The loops of w at x˜i and x˜j are disjoint if Vw,i ∩ Vw,j = ∅
Example 4.6. Consider Examples 4.2. For w = aba−1, o(aba−1, 0) = 2,
Vaba−1,0 = Vaba−1,2 = {x˜0, x˜2} and o(aba
−1, 1) = 1, Vaba−1,1 = {x˜1}, that is
the loops at x˜0 and x˜1 are disjoint. If we reduce cyclically aba
−1, we get b,
with o(b, 0) = 1, Vb,0 = {x˜0}; o(b, 1) = o(b, 2) = 2, Vb,1 = Vb,2 = {x˜1, x˜2}. If
w = ab, o(ab, 0) = o(ab, 1) = o(ab, 2) = 3, Va,0 = Va,1 = Va,2 = {x˜0, x˜1, x˜2}.
Lemma 4.7. Let H < Fn of index d. Let NH denote the normal core of
H. Let X˜H be the Schreier graph of H with vertices x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜d−1. Let
w ∈ Fn with o(w, i) and Vw,i, 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, as in Definition 4.5. Then
(i) | Vw,i |= o(w, i).
(ii) Either Vw,i ∩ Vw,j = ∅, or Vw,i = Vw,j, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ d− 1.
(iii)
i=d−1⋃
i=0
Vw,i = {x˜0, .., x˜d−1}.
(iv)
∑
o(w, i) = d, where the sum is on disjoint loops.
(v) If for some integer k, wk is a loop at x˜i, then o(w, i) divides k.
(vi) If o(w, i) = d for some 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, then wd ∈ NH .
(vii) If wk ∈ NH for k ∈ Z, then ℓcm{o(w, i) | 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1} divides k.
(viii) o(w, i) divides [Fn : NH ].
In particular, w ∈ NH if and only if o(w, i) = 1, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1.
Proof. (i) Clearly, | Vw,i |≤ o(w, i). If | Vw,i |< o(w, i), then the loop
crosses a vertex at least twice and there exists a loop wj at x˜i with
j < o(w, i), so this contradicts the minimality of o(w, i).
(ii) Assume by contradiction there exists x˜k ∈ Vw,i ∩ Vw,j, with
Vw,i 6= Vw,j. So, from (i), o(w, k) = o(w, i) = o(w, j), and there are two
different loops of the same length o(w, i) at x˜k. So, beginning at x˜k, there
exists a first j < o(w, i), such that at the j-th w-step in one loop the
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vertex x˜k′ is attained and in the other loop a different vertex x˜k′′ is
attained. That is, the element wj acts in two different ways on the coset of
H represented by x˜k and this is a contradiction.
(iii), (iv) The sets Vw,i partition the finite set {x˜0, .., x˜d−1}.
(v) From the minimality of o(w, i), o(w, i) ≤ k. We divide k by o(w, i):
k = q(o(w, i)) + r, with residue 0 ≤ r < o(w, i). So, wr = wk−q(o(w,i)) is a
loop at x˜i. From the minimality of o(w, i), r = 0, that is o(w, i) divides k.
(vi) If o(w, i) = d, then wd is a loop at all the d vertices. So, wd belongs to
all the conjugates of H, that is wd ∈ NH .
(vii), (viii) If wk ∈ NH , then from (v), o(w, i) divides k for every
0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, that is ℓcm{o(w, i) | 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1} divides k. As NH ⊳Fn, k
divides [Fn : NH ] and so o(w, i) divides [Fn : NH ], for all 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1.
Note that from Lemma 4.7(v), it results that for every integer q dividing
o(w, i), there exists an element g ∈ Fn with o(g, i) = q (take g = w
o(w,i)
q ).
We now consider the case of a normal subgroup, with a regular covering.
Lemma 4.8. Let N ⊳ Fn of index m. Let X˜N be the Schreier graph of N
with vertices x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜m−1. Let T = {1, ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ m− 1} be a
transversal of N in Fn, with ti the label of a minimal path from x˜0 to x˜i.
Let w ∈ Fn with o(w, i) and Vw,i, 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1, as in Definition 4.5. Then
(i) o(w, i) = o(w, j) = o(w), for all 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m− 1.
(ii) o(w) divides m.
(iii) There are exactly m
o(w) disjoint loops labelled w
o(w) in X˜N .
Proof. (i) We recall that o(w, i) is the minimal natural number such that
wo(w,i) ∈ t−1i Nti. Since N ⊳ Fn, g
−1Ng = N for every g ∈ Fn. So, for all
0 ≤ i, j ≤ d− 1, o(w, i) = o(w, j) = o(w).
(ii) results from Lemma 4.7(iv) and (iii) from Lemma 4.7(iii).
We introduce a graph derived from the Schreier graph that describes the
w-steps, where w is a word in Fn.
Definition 4.9. Let w ∈ Fn. Let H < Fn of index d. Let X˜H be the
Schreier graph of H. We define X˜H(w) to be the Schreier graph of H, but
instead of being labelled by the generators of Fn, only the w-steps are
specified. We also call X˜H(w) the Schreier graph of H.
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Example 4.10. Consider the subgroup G of index 3 in F2 from Example
4.2. Let w = ab. Then, X˜G(ab) is the following connected graph:
GaG Gab
w
w w
Figure 4.10.1: The graph X˜G(ab) for G = 〈b, a
2, ab2a, (ab)2a〉.
Let w = a. The graph X˜G(a) is the following disconnected graph:
GaG Gab
a
a
a
Figure 4.10.2: The graph X˜G(a) for G = 〈b, a
2, ab2a, (ab)2a〉.
From Lemma 4.8, the situation described in Figure 4.10.2 can never occur
if the subgroup is normal.
4.3 What happens when we look at a tower of covering
spaces?
Let H < Fn of index d. Let X˜H be the Schreier graph of H. Let N ⊳ Fn of
index m such that N ⊂ H, with Schreier graph X˜N . The subgroup H is a
free group of rank d(n − 1) + 1, so it is the fundamental group of XH , the
bouquet of d(n− 1) + 1 circles. As N < H, there exists a regular
m
d
-sheeted covering XˆN over XH , such that the
m
d
vertices in XˆN represent
the m
d
right cosets of N whose disjoint union is H (see Theorem 2.1). We
now introduce a graph that combines in some sense the Schreier graphs of
N and H, and gives a more complete picture.
Definition 4.11. Let w ∈ Fn. Let H < Fn of index d and let N ⊳ Fn of
index m such that N ⊂ H. Let X˜H(w), X˜N (w) as in Definition 4.9. We
define the combined graph of N and H, denoted by X˜N,H(w), to be the
following two-levelled graph:
At the top layer, denoted Top: X˜N (w)
At the bottom layer, denoted Bot : X˜H(w)
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The relative position of the vertices in Top and Bot is:
For each vertex x˜i representing Hti in Bot, there is above it a set of
m
d
vertices Ny1,..,Nym
d
such that Hti is the disjoint union of Ny1,..,Nym
d
.
We call the set {Ny1, .., Nym
d
} the fiber over Hti, denoted by p
−1
w (Hti).
As N ⊂ H, the action of Fn on the right cosets of H induces an action of
Fn on the right cosets of N . That is, for each loop in Bot, there is at least
one loop induced in Top. Indeed, consider the loop labelled wo(w,i) at x˜i in
Bot with Vw,i, 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, as in Definition 4.5. Then, if we denote by
p−1w (Vw,i) the set of fibers in Top over the set of visited vertices, then there
are some loops connecting the fibers in p−1w (Vw,i). We will study these
loops in more detail in the following lemmas.
Example 4.12. Let K < F2 of index 4 from Example 2.3. Let N = NK of
index 8 in F2, with X˜N below, and X˜N,K(ab) in Figure 4.12.1:
N Na Nab Naba N(ab)
2 Nbab Nba Nb
a
a
b
b
a
a
b
b
a
a
b
b
b
b
a
a
N Nab N(ab)
2
Nba
w
w w w
Nb Nbab Naba Na
w
w w w
⇓ ⇓
K Kab Kaba Ka
w
w w w
Figure 4.12.1: The combined graph X˜N,K(w): Top:X˜N (w), and
Bot :X˜K(w), with arrows delimiting between Top and Bot, w = ab.
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In Bot, there is one loop of length 4, labelled w4, since oK(w) = 4. In Top,
there are 2 disjoint loops of length 4, labelled w4. The fiber of K is the set
p−1w (K) = {N,Nb}, with all its elements just above K, the fiber of Kab is
p−1w (Kab) = {Nab,Nbab} with all its elements just above Kab and so on.
Now, consider H = 〈b, a2, aba〉 < F2 of index 2. Then N < H and
X˜N,H(ab) is:
N
N(ab)2
Nb
Naba
Nab
Nba
Nbab
Na
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
⇓ ⇓
HaH
w
w
Figure 4.12.2: The combined graph X˜N,H(w): Top:X˜N (w), and
Bot :X˜H(w), with arrows delimiting between Top and Bot, w = ab.
The fiber of H is p−1w (H) = {N,N(ab)
2, Nb,Naba}, with all its elements
just above H and the fiber of Ha is p−1w (Ha) = {Nab,Nba,Nbab,Na},
with all its elements just above Ha. In Bot, there is one loop of length 2,
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labelled w2, since oH(w) = 2. In Top, there are 2 disjoint loops of length 4,
labelled w4. These are exactly the same loops as in Figure 4.12.1, but their
distribution into the fibers are different. Here each fiber contributes two
elements in a loop, while in Top of X˜N,K(ab) each fiber contributes only
one element in a loop.
The next lemma describes some basic properties of the combined graph
that are derived directly from its definition and the properties of X˜H(w),
X˜N (w) (see Section 4.2).
Lemma 4.13. Let w ∈ Fn. Let H < Fn of index d and N ⊳ Fn of index m
such that N ⊂ H. Let X˜N,H(w) be their combined graph. Then
(i) In Bot, there are d vertices.
(ii) In Top, there are d fibers each of size m
d
.
(iii) In Top, the fiber over Hx is the set of m
d
right cosets of N whose
disjoint union is Hx.
(iv) In Top, there are exactly m
oN (w)
disjoint loops labelled woN (w).
In the following lemmas, we describe the connection between the top layer
and the bottom layer in the combined graph. The next lemma is very
important for the rest of the paper, as here we describe entirely the
induced loops in Top.
Lemma 4.14. Let w ∈ Fn. Let H < Fn of index d and N ⊳ Fn of index m
such that N ⊂ H. Let X˜N,H(w) be their combined graph, with
x˜0, x˜1, ..., x˜d−1 the vertices in Bot. Let o(w, j) be the order of w at a
chosen vertex x˜j in Bot and let Vw,j be the set of vertices visited at each
w-step in this loop. Let p−1w (Vw,j) be the set of fibers over Vw,j in Top.
Then
(i) | p−1w (Vw,j) |=| Vw,j |= o(w, j).
(ii) The loop in Bot labelled wo(w,j) between the vertices in Vw,j induces
m
d
oN (w)
o(w,j)
loops labelled woN (w) between the o(w, j) fibers in p−1(Vw,j) in
Top.
(iii) Each fiber in p−1w (Vw,j) contributes exactly
oN (w)
o(w,j) elements in an
induced loop labelled woN (w).
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Proof. (i) As N ⊂ H, the action of Fn on the right cosets of H induces an
action of Fn on the corresponding right cosets of N .
(ii), (iii) To simplify the notation, let k = o(w, j), let ℓ denote the loop in
Bot labelled wk at x˜j. Assume x˜j represents the right coset Hx and
p−1w (Hx) = {Ny1, Ny2, ..., Nymd }. Each w-step in Bot between two vertices
Hx and Hxw induces a w-step in Top between Nyi and Nyiw, for every
1 ≤ i ≤ m
d
. So, ℓ induces
Nyi → Nyiw → Nyiw
2 → ...→ Nyiw
k−1 → Nyiw
k → Nyiw
k+1.... From
Definition 4.5(i), k is the minimal natural number such that wk ∈ x−1Hx
or equivalently Hxwk = Hx. So, Nyiw
k ∈ p−1w (Hx), Nyiw
k+1 ∈ p−1w (Hxw)
and so on.
If k = oN (w), then Nyiw
k = Nyi, for all 1 ≤ i ≤
m
d
and each fiber in
p−1(Vw,j) contributes exactly
oN (w)
o(w,j) =
oN (w)
k
= 1 element in a loop labelled
woN (w). Since there are m
d
elements in each fiber, the loop in Bot labelled
wk induces
m
d
oN (w)
k
= m
d
loops labelled woN (w) between the o(w, j) fibers in
p−1(Vw,j).
Assume now that oN (w)
k
= p > 1. Then Nyiw
k ∈ p−1w (Hx), but
Nyiw
k 6= Nyi and Nyiw
pk = Nyi. In fact, Nyiw
k = Nyi1 ,
Nyiw
2k = Nyi2 ,..., Nyiw
(p−1)k = Nyip−1 for different i1, i2, ..., ip−1 between
1 and m
d
. So, ℓ induces a loop of length oN (w) between the k fibers of the
form:
Nyi → Nyiw → Nyiw
2 → ... Nyiw
k−1 →
Nyiw
k → Nyiw
k+1 → Nyiw
k+2 → ... Nyiw
2k−1 →
... ... ... ... ... ...
Nyiw
(p−1)k → Nyiw
(p−1)k+1 → Nyiw
(p−1)k+2 → Nyiw
kp−1
In such a loop, each fiber contributes exactly oN (w)
k
= p elements. Since
there are m
d
elements in each fiber, ℓ induces
m
d
oN (w)
k
loops labelled woN (w)
between the o(w, j) fibers in p−1(Vw,j).
Remark 4.15. As Example 4.12 illustrate it, given N ⊳ Fn of index m and
w ∈ Fn, the number of loops and the length of the loops in Top of any
combined graph X˜N,H(w) are independent of the subgroup H. Indeed,
oN (w) is determined by X˜N and the loops correspond to the action of w
on the cosets of N , or more generally if w = a, b they describe the action of
Fn on the cosets of N . Yet, changing H changes the fibers, the size of the
fibers (= m
dH
) and the number of elements (= oN (w)
oH (w)
) contributed by each
fiber in a loop of length oN (w).
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5 The HS conjecture and covering spaces
Let {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di > 1,
αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let Ni =
⋂
g∈Fn
g−1Hig of index mi. Let N =
i=s⋂
i=1
Ni of
index m. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and for any w ∈ Fn, there exists a combined
graph X˜N,Hi(w), since N ⊳ Fn and N ⊂ Hi. At Top of every combined
graph X˜N,Hi(w), there are
m
oN (w)
loops of length oN (w) labelled w
oN (w).
Yet, for each i, Top of X˜N,Hi(w) looks different, since the fibers and the
connections between them are different and they depend on the subgroup
Hi (see Section 4.3). Our aim in the following section is to describe
graphically the coset partition in terms of the combined graphs X˜N,Hi(w),
for any w ∈ Fn. In particular, we introduce a new graph, the HS-colored
graph, to describe the coset partition.
5.1 A graphical description of a coset partition of Fn with
the Schreier graphs
Let w ∈ Fn, with order oN (w). Let X˜N (w) be the Schreier graph of N .
Let X˜N,i(w) denote the s combined graphs X˜N,Hi(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let
denote by p−1w (Hiαi) the fiber over Hiαi in Top of the combined graph
X˜N,i(w). In each X˜N,i(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ s, let color in color ci the vertex
representing the coset Hiαi at Bot, and all the elements in the fiber
p−1w (Hiαi) in Top. We keep record of the color attributed to each coset of
N , and color accordingly the vertices in X˜N (w).
Definition 5.1. Let {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of
index di, αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let N =
i=s⋂
i=1
⋂
g∈Fn
g−1Hig of index m, with
Schreier graph X˜N (w), w ∈ Fn.
(i) We define X¯N (w), the HS-colored graph, to be X˜N (w) with colored
vertices: a vertex is colored in color ci if and only if it belongs to
p−1w (Hiαi) in Top of X˜N,i(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
(ii) We define the order of w relative to Hiαi, o∗i(w), to be the order of
w in Bot of X˜N,i(w) relative to the vertex Hiαi, that is the minimal
natural number such that wo∗i(w) ∈ α−1i Hiαi, or equivalently w
o∗i(w)
is a loop at the vertex Hiαi in Bot of X˜N,i(w).
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Since {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 is a coset partition of Fn and each fiber p
−1
w (Hiαi)
contains exactly m
di
cosets of N , we have that each vertex in X¯N (w) is
colored in one and only one color, and m =
i=s∑
i=1
m
di
.
Example 5.2. Consider this partition of F2: F2 = H1
⋃
H2a
⋃
H3ab,
where H1 = H = 〈b, a
2, aba〉 and H2 = H3 = K from Example 2.3. Let
N ⊳ F2 of index 8 from Example 4.12, N is the intersection of the normal
cores of H1, H2 and H3. Let w = ab with oN (w) = 4, o∗1(w) = 2,
o∗2(w) = o∗3(w) = 4. The HS-colored graph X¯N (w) is described below:
N
N(ab)2
Nb
Naba
Nab
Nbab
Nba
Na
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
w
Figure 5.2.1: The HS-colored graph X¯N (w), with N ⊳ F2, w = ab.
The vertices in p−1w (H1) = {N,N(ab)
2, Nb,Naba} are colored in red
(circles), those in p−1w (H2a) = {Nba,Na} in green (stars) and those in
p−1w (H3ab) = {Nab,Nbab} in blue (squares). From Lemma 4.14, the fiber
p−1w (H1) participates in
m
d1
oN (w)
o
∗1(w)
= 2 loops and in each loop it contributes
oN (w)
o∗1(w)
= 2 elements, the fiber p−1w (H2a) participates in
m
d2
oN (w)
o
∗2(w)
= 2 loops
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and in each loop it contributes oN (w)
o∗2(w)
= 1 element and the same holds for
the fiber p−1w (H3ab).
Before we go on with Fn with n ≥ 2, we give a graphical description of a
coset partition in the special case of F1 = Z.
5.2 A graphical description of a coset partition of Z
The group of integers Z = 〈1〉 is the fundamental group of the bouquet X
with only one circle labelled 1. For each subgroup H = oZ of index o > 1,
there exists a o-fold covering X˜H , which is an oriented loop of length o > 1
and labelled o. Let {oiZ+ ri}i=ti=1, ri ∈ Z, be a coset partition of Z. Let fix
w = 1, so that oi(1) = oi, and X˜H and X˜H(1) coincide, for any H < Z.
Let N = oNZ, with oN divisible by ℓcm(o1, ..., ot), so N ⊆
i=t⋂
i=1
oiZ. Let X¯N
be the HS-colored graph as defined in Section 5.1. Since oN (1) = oN , there
is a unique loop of length oN . So, all the t fibers participate in this unique
loop and from Lemma 4.14, each fiber contributes all its oN
oi
(= oN (1)
oi(1)
)
elements in this loop. That is,
∑i=t
i=1
oN
oi
= oN . And conversely,
Lemma 5.3. Let ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, be different colors. Let oN , oi > 1,
1 ≤ i ≤ t, be natural numbers such that ℓcm(o1, ..., ot) divides oN . If there
exists a loop ℓ of length oN =
∑i=t
i=1
oN
oi
, with each package of oN
oi
vertices
colored in ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ t and such that any two consecutive vertices colored
in the same color ci are at oi distance. Then there exist ri ∈ Z, 1 ≤ i ≤ t,
such that {oiZ+ ri}i=ti=1 is a coset partition of Z.
Proof. We set N = oNZ and Hi = oiZ, 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Since ℓcm(o1, ..., ot)
divides oN , N ⊆
i=t⋂
i=1
Hi. We show that a loop ℓ satisfying the conditions of
the lemma describes the Schreier graph of N and a coset partition
{oiZ+ ri}i=ti=1. Choose any vertex in ℓ and call it N and the adjacent
vertex N + 1 and so on until N + oN − 1. If in ℓ, any two consecutive
vertices colored in the same color ci are at oi distance, then there exist
ri ∈ Z, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, such that the vertices colored ci are N + ri, N + ri + oi,
N + ri + 2oi,...,N + ri + (
oN
oi
− 1)oi, that is these are
oN
oi
cosets of N whose
union is oiZ+ ri. Next, since each vertex in ℓ is colored in only one color,
the sets oiZ+ ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, are all disjoint. At last, oN =
∑i=t
i=1
oN
oi
implies
that Z is partitioned by these disjoint cosets.
Theorem 5.4. [30, Theorem 2][31, Theorems 4,5]
Let {oiZ+ ri}i=ti=1 be a coset partition of Z. Then:
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(i) The natural numbers {oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ t} are not pairwise prime.
(ii) omax = Max{oi | 1 ≤ i ≤ t} appears at least p times, where p is the
smallest prime dividing omax.
(iii) Any ol divides another ok, where 1 ≤ k 6= l ≤ t.
(iv) Any ok that does not properly divide any other oi appears at least
twice, 1 ≤ k, i ≤ t.
6 Main results on the Herzog-Schönheim
conjecture for free groups of finite rank
In this section, we give some conditions that ensure a partition of the free
group of finite rank has multiplicity. The notation is the following for the
rest of this section. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let
{Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di > 1,
αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds. Let Ni =
⋂
g∈Fn
g−1Hig of index mi.
Let N =
i=s⋂
i=1
Ni of index m. Let w ∈ Fn. Let X˜i(w) denote the Schreier
graph X˜Hi(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ s and X˜N (w) be the Schreier graph of N . Let
X˜N,i(w) denote the combined graph X˜N,Hi(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let denote by
p−1w (Hiαi) the fiber over Hiαi in Top of the combined graph X˜N,i(w). Let
X¯N (w) be the HS-colored graph. Let o∗i(w), 1 ≤ i ≤ s, be the order of w
relative to the vertex Hiαi.
6.1 Description of the loops in the HS-colored graph
In Top of any combined graph, there are the same m
oN (w)
disjoint loops of
length oN (w) from X˜N (w). But, for different subgroups Hi and Hj, the
fibers in Top of X˜N,i(w) and X˜N,j(w) are different and so Top of X˜N,i(w)
and X˜N,j(w) look also different. The HS-colored graph X¯N (w) describes
the partition {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1, with each fiber p
−1
w (Hiαi) colored in a different
color (see Figures 4.12.1, 4.12.2 and 5.2.1). The question now is how the
colored fibers are connected in X¯N (w). In the following lemmas, we aim to
answer this question and describe the loops in X¯N (w).
Note that w ∈
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi if and only if o∗i(w) = 1 for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s, so
if w ∈ Fn \
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi, then there exists 1 ≤ i1 ≤ s such that o∗i1(w) > 1.
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Lemma 6.1. Let w ∈ Fn \
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi, with order oN (w). Then in
X¯N (w), the HS-colored graph, the following occurs:
(i) There are m
oN (w)
disjoint loops of length oN (w) (labelled w
oN (w)).
(ii) If the fiber p−1w (Hiαi) participates in a loop, then it contributes
oN (w)
o∗i(w)
elements and the distance between two consecutive vertices is o∗i(w).
(iii) Each fiber p−1w (Hiαi) participates in
m
di
oN (w)
o
∗i(w)
loops.
(iv) A fiber p−1w (Hiαi) participates in all the
m
oN (w)
loops if and only if
o∗i(w) = di.
(v) Two fibers p−1w (Hiαi) and p
−1
w (Hjαj) participate in the same number
of loops if and only if o∗i(w)
di
=
o∗j(w)
dj
.
(vi) For each j-th loop, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
oN (w)
, the following equation holds:
∑
i∈Yj
oN (w)
o∗i(w)
= oN (w) (6.1)
where Yj = {1 ≤ i ≤ s | p
−1(Hiαi) participates in the j-th loop }.
Proof. (i), (ii), (iii) result from Lemma 4.14, since from the definition of
the HS-colored graph, X¯N (w) is just X˜N (w) with colored vertices.
(iv) results from (iii):
m
di
oN (w)
o
∗i(w)
= m
oN (w)
if and only if o∗i(w) = di.
(v) results from (iii):
m
di
oN (w)
o
∗i(w)
=
m
dj
oN (w)
o
∗j(w)
if and only if o∗i(w)
di
=
o∗j(w)
dj
.
(vi) Consider a j-th loop, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
oN (w)
. If the fiber p−1(Hi0αi0)
participates in this loop, then from (iii) it contributes oN (w)
o∗i0 (w)
elements. If
oN (w)
o∗i0 (w)
= oN (w), that is o∗i0(w) = 1, then Equation 6.1 holds trivially for
this loop. Since w /∈
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi, there is some 1 ≤ i1 ≤ s such that
o∗i1(w) > 1 and there are loops with more than one participating fiber.
Assume the fiber p−1w (Hi1αi1) participates in such a loop, then from (iii) it
contributes oN (w)
o∗i1 (w)
elements colored in ci1 . Next, another fiber,
p−1w (Hi2αi2), participates and contributes
oN (w)
o∗i2 (w)
elements colored in ci2
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(completely disjoint with the former). If oN (w)
o∗i1 (w)
+ oN (w)
o∗i2 (w)
= oN (w),
Equation 6.1 holds for this loop. Otherwise, if oN (w)
o∗i1 (w)
+ oN (w)
o∗i2(w)
< oN (w),
then there is a fiber, p−1w (Hi3αi3), that participates and contributes
oN (w)
o∗i3 (w)
elements colored in ci3 . We repeat the process until all the oN (w) vertices
in this loop are counted and Equation 6.1 holds for this loop. Since the
m
oN (w)
loops are disjoint, we do the process for each loop independently.
Proposition 6.2. Let w ∈ Fn \
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi, with order oN (w). For each
j-th loop, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
oN (w)
, let Yj = {1 ≤ i ≤ s | p
−1(Hiαi) participates in the
j-th loop}. Then, in X¯N (w), the following occurs:
(i) The natural numbers {o∗i(w) | i ∈ Yj} are not pairwise prime.
(ii) omax,j = Max{o∗i(w) | i ∈ Yj} appears at least p times, where p is the
smallest prime dividing omax,j .
(iii) Any o∗l(w) divides another o∗k(w), for k, l ∈ Yj.
(iv) Any o∗k(w) that does not properly divide any other o∗i(w) appears at
least twice, for i, k ∈ Yj.
Proof. We consider only loops with more than one participating fiber.
From Lemma 6.1, any j-th loop is of length oN (w) and satisfies the
following three conditions: oN (w) =
∑
i∈Yj
oN (w)
o∗i(w)
, each package of oN (w)
o∗i(w)
vertices are colored in color ci, i ∈ Yj, and any two consecutive vertices
colored in the same color ci are at o∗i(w) distance. So, from Lemma 5.3,
each such loop describes a coset partition of Z, {o∗i(w)Z + ri}i∈Yj ri ∈ Z.
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) result then from the HS in Z and are a transcription of
(i), (ii), (iii), (iv) from Theorem 5.4 for a j-th loop.
6.2 Main Results on the Herzog-Schönheim conjecture for
free groups of finite rank
We prove the first Theorems that provide sufficient conditions for
multiplicity in the coset partition of Fn.
Theorem 6.3. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let
{Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di, αi ∈ Fn,
1 ≤ i ≤ s, and 1 < d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds. Let X˜i denote the Schreier graph of Hi,
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1 ≤ i ≤ s. For g ∈ Fn, let o∗i(g) denote the order of g relative to Hiαi,
1 ≤ i ≤ s. If there exists w ∈ Fn such that o∗s(w) = ds, then the index ds
appears in the partition at least p times, where p is the smallest prime
dividing ds.
Proof. If there exists w ∈ Fn such that o∗s(w) = ds, then
omax(w) = Max{o∗i(w) | 1 ≤ i ≤ s} = ds. Furthermore, from Lemma
6.1(iv), the fiber p−1w (Hsαs) participates in all the loops. Consider any j-th
loop. From Proposition 6.2, omax(w) appears at least p times in this loop,
where p is the smallest prime dividing omax(w). That is, there are at least
1 ≤ i1, .., ip−1 ≤ s− 1 such that o∗i1(w) = ... = o∗ip−1(w) = omax = ds. But,
o∗i(w) ≤ di, so di1 = ... = dip−1 = ds.
Note that if there exists w ∈ Fn, such that o∗i(w) = di for every 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
then multiplicities occur as in Z. In particular, it ensures the existence of a
partition of Z with subgroups of indices d1, ..., ds. For the partition of F2
in Example 5.2, o∗1(ab) = d1 = 2, o∗2(ab) = d2 = o∗3(ab) = d3 = 4. If
Hs ⊳ Fn, then there exists a ds-cycle in Ts if and only if Ts ≃ Zds .
Example 6.4. Consider the partition of F2 given in Example 5.2. The
subgroup of maximal index is K with index 4 (see Figure 2.3.1). For
w = ab, oK(ab) = 4 in X˜K (see Figure 4.12.1), so Theorem 6.3(i) ensures
the HS is satisfied and in this example the index 4 appears exactly twice.
We keep the same notation as in Theorem 6.3. For g ∈ Fn, let
omax(g) = Max{o∗i(g) | 1 ≤ i ≤ s}, and p be the smallest prime dividing
omax(g). We define # =| {1 ≤ i ≤ s | o∗i(g) = omax(g)} |.
Theorem 6.5. Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. Let
{Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di, αi ∈ Fn,
1 ≤ i ≤ s, and 1 < d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds. Let r ∈ Z, 4 ≤ r ≤ s− 1. If there exists
w ∈ Fn that satisfies one of the following conditions:
(i) omax(w) > ds−2.
(ii) omax(w) > ds−3, p ≥ 3.
(iii) omax(w) > ds−3, p = 2, and # ≥ 4.
(iv) omax(w) > ds−3, p = 2, and # = 2
(v) omax(w) > ds−r, p ≥ r.
(vi) omax(w) > ds−r, # ≥ r + 1.
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(vii) omax(w) > ds−r, # = p.
Then the coset partition {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 has multiplicity.
Proof. (i) Let kw denote omax(w). If there exists w ∈ Fn with kw > ds−2,
then either o∗s(w) = kw or o∗s−1(w) = kw. From Proposition 6.2, omax(w)
appears at least twice, so o∗s(w) = o∗s−1(w) = kw. If kw occurs exactly
twice, then the fibers p−1w (Hsαs) and p
−1
w (Hs−1αs−1) participate together
in the same loops (otherwise there would be a repetition of kw for an
additional fiber). So, from Lemma 6.1(v), o∗s(w)
ds
= o∗s−1(w)
ds−1
implies
ds−1 = ds. If kw occurs three times or more, then there is at least one
additional fiber p−1w (Hiαi), with o∗i(w) = kw > ds−2 and
o∗i(w) ≤ di ≤ ds−2. So, the pigeonhole principle can be applied: there are
two values of indices ds and ds−1 to distribute to at least three fibers, that
is di = ds or di = ds−1, and there is a repetition of one of the indices.
(ii), (iii), (v), (vi) The proof relies on the pigeonhole principle as it was
applied in the proof of (i).
(iv), (vii) Whenever # = p, there are p fibers that participate together in
the same loops. So, Lemma 6.1(v) implies they have the same index.
Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 from the introduction are computationally
speaking far easier to check than Theorems 6.3 and 6.5. We show that in
fact Theorems 1 and 2 are equivalent to Theorems 6.3 and 6.5 respectively.
For that, we need the following lemma. In the following, we assume the
permutations are decomposed into the product of disjoint cycles.
Lemma 6.6. Let H < Fn be of finite index d. Let X˜H be the Schreier
graph of H with vertices x˜0, ..., x˜d−1. Let T ≤ Sd be the transition group of
X˜H . Then
(i) There exists a d-cycle in T , if and only if there exists w ∈ Fn such
that o(w, j) = d, for some 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1.
(ii) If there exists a permutation in T with a k-cycle at some x˜j, then for
every x˜r, there exists a permutation in T with a k-cycle at x˜r.
Proof. (i) Let w ∈ Fn. Assume o(w, j) = d, for some 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1. Then,
from Lemma 4.7(i), o(w, j) = d, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1, that is wd ∈ NH ,
where NH is the normal core of H. So, o(NHw) = d in
Fn
/
NH
≃ T with
T ≤ Sd and w acts as a d-cycle on the right cosets of H. Conversely,
assume there is a d-cycle φ in T . Let w ∈ Fn be any inverse image of φ.
Then o(w, j) = d, for all 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1.
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(ii) Assume first that σ ∈ T is a permutation with a k-cycle at x˜0. Let
g ∈ Fn be any inverse image of σ. Then there is a loop labelled g
k at x˜0.
Let w = t−1r gtr, with tr the label of a minimal path from x˜0 to x˜r. Then
there is a loop labelled wk at x˜r and in the corresponding permutation in
T there is a k-cycle. The same proof applies for any x˜j.
Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 . Using Lemma 6.6(i), Theorem 1
and Theorem 2 from the introduction are the transcription in terms of
cycles of Theorems 6.3 and 6.5 respectively.
7 The space of coset partitions of Fn
Let Fn be the free group on n ≥ 2 generators. We define Y
′ to be the
space of coset partitions of Fn (only with subgroups of finite index). For
each subgroup H of Fn of finite index d > 1, there exists a partition of Fn
by the d cosets of H. Generally, if P ∈ Y ′, then P = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1, a coset
partition of Fn with Hi < Fn of index di, αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and
1 < d1 ≤ ... ≤ ds. To get some intuition on Y
′, it is worth recalling that
the subgroup growth of Fn is exponential.
7.1 Action of Fn on the space of its coset partitions
There exists a natural right action of Fn on Y
′. Indeed, if w ∈ Fn, then
P · w = P ′, with P ′ = {Hiαiw}
i=s
i=1 in Y
′.
Lemma 7.1. The natural right action of Fn on Y
′ is faithful
Proof. Let w ∈ Fn. Then P · w = P for every P ∈ Y
′ if and only if w
belongs to the intersection of all the subgroups of finite index of Fn. As Fn
is residually finite [38, p.158], the intersection of all the subgroups of finite
index of Fn is trivial, so w = 1, that is the action is faithful.
Let P = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 in Y
′ and let X˜i be the Schreier graph of Hi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Let w ∈ Fn. We denote by o∗i(w) the minimal natural number,
1 ≤ o∗i(w) ≤ di, such that w
o∗i(w) is a loop at the vertex Hiαi in X˜i or
equivalently wo∗i(w) ∈ α−1i Hiαi (see Section 4.1).
Lemma 7.2. Let P = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 in Y
′. Then | OrbFn(P ) |≤ d1...ds, where
OrbFn(P ) denotes the orbit of P under the action of Fn. Furthermore, for
w ∈ Fn, | Orbw(P ) |= lcm(o∗1(w), ..., o∗s(w)), where Orbw(P ) denotes the
orbit of P under the action of 〈w〉.
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Proof. From the definition of the action of Fn on P , Fn permutes between
the cosets of H1, between the cosets of H2 and so on. So,
| OrbFn(P ) |≤ d1...ds. The size of Orbw(P ) is equal to the minimal natural
number such that P · wk = P , that is k = lcm(o∗1(w), ..., o∗s(w)). Indeed,
P · wk = P ⇔ wk ∈
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi ⇔ lcm(o∗1(w), ..., o∗s(w)) divides k
(Lemma 4.10). As k = lcm(o∗1(w), ..., o∗s(w)) is minimal such that
P · wk = P , | Orbw(P ) |= lcm(o∗1(w), ..., o∗s(w)).
Proof of Theorem 3. (i), (ii) From the assumption, there exists
w ∈
⋂
i 6=j,k
α−1i Hiαi, w /∈
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi. Then P · w = {Hiαiw}
i=s
i=1 gives
Fn =
⋃
i 6=j,k
Hiαi ∪Hjαjw ∪Hkαkw. So, Hjαjw ∪Hkαkw = Hjαj ∪Hkαk,
with Hjαjw 6= Hjαj and Hkαkw 6= Hkαk. As Hjαjw ∩Hjαj = ∅ and
Hkαkw ∩Hkαk = ∅, Hjαjw ⊆ Hkαk and Hkαkw ⊆ Hjαj . From
Hjαjw ∪Hkαkw = Hjαj ∪Hkαk again, we have Hjαjw = Hkαk and
Hjαj = Hkαkw, that is Hkαkwα
−1
j = Hj a subgroup, so Hkαkwα
−1
j = Hk,
that is Hk = Hj. Furthermore, o∗j(w) = o∗k(w) = 2, w
2 ∈
i=s⋂
i=1
α−1i Hiαi.
If the condition in Theorem 3 holds, then m, mj , mk are necessarily even.
Example 7.3. Consider another partition of F2, with all the subgroups
normal in F2: F2 = H1
⋃
H2a
⋃
H3ab, where H1 = H = 〈b, a
2, aba〉 and
H2 = H3 = M with X˜M described below:
M Ma Mab Mb
a
a
b
b
a
a
b
b
Figure 7.3.1: X˜M for the normal subgroup M of index 4.
The subgroup of maximal index is M with index 4 (see Figure 7.3.1). The
transition group TM of X˜M is isomorphic to Z2 × Z2. So, there is no
4-cycle in TM , no cycle of length greater than 2 (2 = d1 = ds−2) neither,
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and Theorem 1 cannot apply. Nevertheless, Theorem 3 applies. Indeed,
the subgroup
i=3⋂
i=1
Hi ( H1, and this implies H2 = H3.
We recall that for each subgroup H of index d in Fn (or in any group),
there is a transitive action of the group on the set of right cosets of H,
that is given two cosets Hα and Hβ of H, there exists w such that
Hα · w = Hβ. So, the following question arises:
Question. Let P = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 and P
′ = {Hiβi}
i=s
i=1 in Y
′. Does there
necessarily exist w ∈ Fn such that P
′ = P · w ?
7.2 Topology in the space of coset partitions of Fn
We refer to [27] for more details. Let Y ′ be the space of coset partitions of
Fn. Given P = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 in Y
′, with ds ≥ ... ≥ d1 > 1, we identify P with
the s-tuple (Hs, ...,H1) and we consider Hs at the first place, Hs−1 at the
second place and so on. Let P ′ ∈ Y ′, P ′ = {Kiβi}
i=t
i=1. We define a function
d : Y ′ × Y ′ → R :
d(P,P ′) =
{
2−k if k is the first place at which Ki 6= Hi
0 if t = s; Hi = Ki, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ s
The function d : Y ′ × Y ′ → R ∪ {∞} is a semi-metric if for all
P,P ′, P ′′ ∈ Y ′, d satisfies d(P,P ′) = d(P ′, P ) (symmetry) and
d(P,P ′′) ≤ d(P,P ′) + d(P ′, P ′′) (triangle inequality). A standard
argument shows:
Lemma 7.4. The function d is a semi-metric.
Proof. Let P,P ′, P ′′ ∈ Y ′. Clearly, d(P,P ′) = d(P ′, P ). Assume
d(P,P ′) = 2−k, d(P ′, P ′′) = 2−ℓ, and d(P,P ′′) = 2−m. If k > 1 or ℓ > 1,
then m = min{k, ℓ} and d(P,P ′′) = 2−(min{k,ℓ}) ≤ 2−k + 2−ℓ. If
k = ℓ = 1, then m ≥ 1 and d(P,P ′′) = 2−m < 1.
A metric is a semi-metric with the additional requirement that
d(P,P ′) = 0 implies P = P ′. Identifying points with zero distance in a
semi-metric d is an equivalence relation that leads to a metric dˆ. The
function dˆ is then a metric in Y ′
/
≡, with P ≡ P ′ if and only if
d(P,P ′) = 0. If the answer to Question 7.1 is positive, then Y ′
/
≡ is the
same as the quotient of Y ′ by the action of Fn. We denote Y
′
/
≡ by Y
and dˆ by ρ.
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We denote by Br(P0) = {P ∈ Y | ρ(P,P0) < 2
−r}, the open ball of radius
2−r centered at P0. A set U ⊂ Y is open if and only if for every point
P ∈ U , there exists ǫ > 0 such that Bǫ(P ) ⊂ U . A space Y is totally
disconnected if every two distinct points of Y are contained in two disjoint
open sets covering the space. A point P in a metric space Y is an isolated
point of Y if there exists a real number ǫ > 0, such that Bǫ(P ) = {P}. If
all the points in Y are isolated, then Y is discrete. The space Y is
(topologically) discrete if Y is discrete as a topological space, that is the
metric may be different from the discrete metric.
Theorem 7.5. The metric space Y is (topologically) discrete.
Proof. We show that all the points in Y are isolated. Let P = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1
in Y , with ds ≥ ... ≥ d1 > 1. Then for ǫ < 2
−(s+1), Bǫ(P ) = {P}.
This implies that Y is Hausdorff, bounded and totally disconnected, facts
that could be easily proved directly using ρ. A metric space X is uniformly
discrete, if there exists ǫ > 0 such that for any x, x′ ∈ X, x 6= x′,
ρ(x, x′) > ǫ. The space Y is not uniformly discrete.
Remark 7.6. Given an arbitrary group G, one can define in the same way
the space Y , the metric ρ and obtain the same topological properties. The
action of G on Y can also be defined in the same way, but it is not
necessarily faithful anymore.
Proof of Theorem 5. Let P0 = {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1, with 1 < dH1 ≤ ... ≤ dHs . Let
P ∈ Y , P = {Kiβi}
i=t
i=1, with 1 < dK1 ≤ ... ≤ dKt .
(i) If ρ(P,P0) <
1
2 , then Kt = Hs. So, if there exists a ds-cycle in THs , the
index ds appears in P0 and in P at least p times, where p is the least
prime dividing ds. Note that this implies necessarily ρ(P,P0) ≤ 2
−p−1.
(ii), (iii) If ρ(P,P0) < 2
−(r+1), 2 ≤ r ≤ s− 1, then Kt = Hs,
Kt−1 = Hs−1,..., Kt−r = Hs−r. If k, the maximal length of a cycle in
i=s⋃
i=1
THi , satisfies k > dHs−r , then k > dKt−r also. Furthermore, k occurs in
i=s⋃
i=s−r
THi and also in
j=t⋃
j=t−r
TKj , since
i=s⋃
i=s−r
THi =
j=t⋃
j=t−r
TKj . If P0 satisfies
condition (i) or (ii) of Theorem 2, then P satisfies the same condition and
hence has multiplicity.
If P0 satisfies condition (iii) or (iv) of Theorem 2, then P0 has multiplicity,
with dHs−i = dHs−j for some i 6= j, 0 ≤ i, j ≤ r. So, dKt−i = dKt−j also,
that is P has multiplicity.
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To conclude, we ask the following natural question: does there exist a
metric on the space of coset partitions Y ′ that induces a non-discrete
topology and yet can give rise to a result of the form of Theorem 4 ?
8 The Herzog-Schönheim conjecture for any
finitely generated group
Let G be the group with presentation 〈X | R〉, with | X |= n. So,
G ≃ Fn
/
K
, with the normal closure of the set R (not necessarily finite)
equal to K. There exists the canonical epimorphism π : Fn → G. We show
that this partition of G induces a partition of Fn with subgroups of the
same indices.
Lemma 8.1. Let G ≃ Fn
/
K
, with canonical epimorphism π : Fn → G. Let
{Kigi}
i=s
i=1 be a coset partition of G with Ki < G of index di > 1, gi ∈ G,
1 ≤ i ≤ s. Let Hi = π
−1(Ki) and αi = π
−1(gi). Then {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 is a coset
partition of Fn, with Hi < Fn of index di, αi ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ i ≤ s.
Proof. From the third isomorphism theorem, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the subgroups of G and the subgroups of Fn
containing Ker(π) = K. We set Hi = π
−1(Ki), so Hi are subgroups of Fn
of index di containing K. Let αi = π
−1(gi), that is αi are words in Fn
representing the elements gi ∈ G, in particular we can choose the words gi.
We show {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 is a coset partition of Fn. First, assume by
contradiction that
i=s⋃
i=1
Hiαi $ Fn. So, there exists w ∈ Fn such that
w /∈
i=s⋃
i=1
Hiαi. The element π(w) = Kw ∈ G, so there exists 1 ≤ j ≤ s such
that Kw ∈ Kjgj . Since Kjgj = (
Hj
/
K
)αj , there exists hj ∈ Hj, such that
Kw = Khjαj , that is w ∈ Khjαj . As K ⊂ Hj, w ∈ Hjαj . So, a
contradiction, that is
i=s⋃
i=1
Hiαi = Fn. Next, we show that the cosets Hiαi,
1 ≤ i ≤ s, are disjoint. Assume by contradiction that there is
w ∈ Hiαi ∩Hjαj , i 6= j. So, there exist hj ∈ Hj, and hi ∈ Hi, such that
w = hjαj = hiαi, and Kw = Khjαj = Khiαi, with
Khjαj ∈ (
Hj
/
K
)αj = Kjgj and Khiαi ∈ (
Hi
/
K
)αi = Kigi. So, a
contradiction, that is the cosets Hiαi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, are disjoint.
Proof of Theorem 6. If one of the conditions from Theorem 1, 2, or 3 is
satisfied, then in the induced partition {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1, with Hi subgroups of Fn
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of index di, there exists an index dj that appears at least twice, and this is
also true for the partition of G.
Note that whenever the coset partition {Hiαi}
i=s
i=1 has multiplicity, with
di = dj say, then Hi and Hj are isomorphic. This does not hold necessarily
for any finitely generated group G. Indeed, if the isomorphism ϕij between
any pair of isomorphic subgroups Hi and Hj satisfies
ϕij(Ker(π)) = Ker(π), then the corresponding subgroups Ki and Kj are
also isomorphic.
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